
LHYC Spring 2019 Work Party Jobs 

1. Corrugated (or) roof for the kayaks 

2. Trim back growth on entrance area poplar trees  

3. Strim outside gate  
4. Finish toilet painting and lay floor. 

5. Gate entrance firm up post for adjustment 

6. Relay/cement paving slabs to slip sides 

7. Lay rest of paving slabs by hut entrance.  

8. Break up bricks for larger pot holes in the drive. 

9. Finish sea wall 

10. Lift out old dinghy against sea wall for local activity (formerly belonged to (Pete). 

11. Bail out old dinghy on sea wall and remove for local play area 

12. Insulate pipes in old bosuns locker toilet and ‘line’ walls? 

13. Bail out lady Gillian.  

14. Repair water pipe to jetty end / Replace stop cock 

15. Undercoat new wet cradle towing arm and top coat green. Check both cradles for touch in 

16. Prime / paint Lawrences gift of the work platform 

17. Tidy bosuns locker 

18. Fit solar panel onto tractor container. 

19. Check cradle tyre pressures inflate as necessary 

20. Check/tighten cradle wheel nuts. 

21. Repair mooring raft. 

22. Check / Replace solar light at gate 

23. Check yard lights (replace with solar) 

24. Fit hose shore end of jetty 

25. Visitor Mooring refurb/Remove visitor mooring close to end of jetty 

26. Clear rubble sacks 

27. Finish toilet inside. Fill/prime/2 top/Floor covering 

28. Fill pot holes/use roller to firm. 

29. O/G Project, continue with jetty repairs 

30. Cut chain to length. 

31. Replace tap at top of yard. ………………….Was it done? 

32. Check low pressure taps for blockage / fault non-return valves 

33. Straighten up perimeter fence and double up to use spares under the lean to.  

34. Strim/mow grass   

35. Poison weeds not already done. 

36. clean 1 metre white horizontal board on southern end of hammerhead face. 

37. Strim sea grass. 

38. Scrape/power wash slipway and scrubbing pad. 

39. Inspect Sea Wall. 

40. Clear Field drain. 

41. Solar panel for tractor container roof to keep battery charged 

42. Wash off hut front. 



43. Clear site for wood not in use to spares pile or bonfire. 

44. Paint for bosuns locker padlock cover. 

45. sand down benches to treat/Paint wooden benches. 

46. Cut roof sheets to easily fill in end of hut space storage (underneath). 

47. New wheel required on one heavy duty dinghy trailer, check and grease all others. 

48. Tidy up to include flotsam of wood on slip sides to bonfire. 

49. Remaining prop wood/fencing feet/wedges to be gone through and good restacked. 

50. Take down blinds in the hut, clean. 

51. Clean windows inside and out including surrounds. 

52. Vacuum hut.  

53. Pick up rubbish around site. 

 


